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OCTOBER 2017 • THE STATUE OF LIBERTY OF LOS ANGELES IN HIGHLAND PARK SINCE 2007

A few great ideas from visitors to the Smart Gals Reunion Show:

O

ur October exhibit, INTERSECTIONS, coincidentally coincides with a
mosaic tile street marker project installation (marking fifteen N. Figueroa
St. intersections). We think that’s a pretty cool intersection of stuff, so let’s
celebrate that, ’cause both intersections are groovy, NELA-centric, and we
need to take our good vibrations where we can get ’em. ¶ The tile project
started in 2012 when the North Figueroa Association (N. Fig’s business improvement district)
was notified by Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative (LANI) that they had received grant
funds for a to-be-determined beautification project in the corridor. It started with a Request
for Qualifications call-out for experienced vendor/design firms. A volunteer committee
of neighborhood stakeholders was formed to select the vendor firm and help shape the
project designs. The top three firms presented their team, past projects, and design ideas.
SWA Group was selected to take the project forward. In a totally collaborative partnership
arrangement (we all did get along), SWA and the planning committee met multiple times,
discussing various projects, budgets, themes, and outcomes. ¶ The project was eventually
narrowed down to sidewalk murals paired with street name
markers, all created in ceramic tile. These will be installed flush
to the sidewalk and will mark fifteen intersections between Ave.
50 and Ave. 60 on N. Fig. The original inspiration was a solitary
street name marker that still survives at Fig & E. Ave. 43 near
Sycamore Grove Park. That gave the project a historic connection,
underscored by historic Highland Park scenes being depicted
in the murals. Scenes include the ladies of the Ebell Club, the
Chicano art & empowerment movement in HP, the Tongva, Abbey San Encino, Chicken
Boy & the Highland Theater sign, Judson Studios, the Southwest Museum, and more,
accompanied by informative captions. You may have noticed the plywood panels embedded
in the sidewalks for the last few months—those are placeholders for the tile pieces (they’re
quite large—the murals are approx 6 ft. x 4 ft., the street name markers are 6 ft. x 1.3 ft.). ¶ It’s
been a journey, that’s fer sure. SWA Group, you’re seriously the best. LANI, we love you. In the
realm of art-by-committee/community beautification and its ofttimes nemesis, bureaucracy,
we think the project will be a source of pride for locals, and another unique Highland Park
landmark. A “Welcome Street Mosaic” ceremony will be held sometime in November.

ARTISTS OF THE POST-MODERN PERIOD
have held dialogue—often from a critical and
alternate position—with the media models then
and still largely at work in metropolitan centers
like Los Angeles and elsewhere. They confront
and redeploy the text and image programs
generated in mainstream film, TV, music, adcopy, and other media-producing industries.
In turn, they have presented their own corpus
of work in what has become an alternate and
necessary artistic language.
INTERSECTIONS is a group exhibit of
artists whose works draw influence from
previous media-concerned art and artists, but
also reflects the changes the cultural landscape
has undergone in recent years. Regions, cities,
and their populaces are to navigate more and
more the varieties of cultural experiences, the
growth of media technologies and expression,
and the re-ordering of physical boundaries
and topographies. As such, how do these
changes affect our notions, mythologies, and
expectations of present cultural landscapes and
their images? How may the media and imageproducing tools of commercial production—
confronted almost unavoidably in a mediasaturated environment—be re-imagined to
present a more inclusive and contemplative
panorama of the spaces in which we live?
In addition, what surprising examples of
ingenuity may arise from the cross-influence
of experiences and techniques now abundantly
accessible?

The present group of artists—from
diverse backgrounds and creative
approaches—addresses intersections
of communicative techniques, genres,
and cultural heritages with ingenuity,
whimsy, and transgression.
Participating artists: MOLLY ALLIS (mixedmedia, installation) • HAMO BAHNAM (painting,
printmaking) • MATTHEW CLOUGH-HUNTER
(music, performance, video) • MARCIA
DIXON (painting, printmaking) • JOHN B.
KRAMER (sculpture) • EUGENE MOON (music,
performance, painting) • ROY JEAN PARK
(printmaking, sculpture) • DOUGLAS WILMAR
(sculpture, installation)

E-book readers—check out Chicken Boy’s Ebook Shop! Find a link in the top menu
bar at www.futurestudiogallery.com, www.chickenboyshop.com, and here: http://
chickenboyebookshop.papertrell.com/. We have customized a few sections: Chicken
Boy Ebook Shop; Books About L.A.; Artsy (Not Fartsy), which includes a few artists’
self-help titles; Books About Yarn Art; Sporty L.A.; and Urban Studies. There are also
New York Times bestsellers, must-read bargains, audiobooks, indie bookstore picks, kids
titles, YA titles, scifi/fantasy, and graphic novels.

future studio: 5558 North figueroa Street (near ave. 56), los angeles 90042
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let’s go dodgers, let’s go! (Clap, clap, clap-clap-clap)

